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ABSTRACT
Development of the technologies allowing to improve the quality of initial materials is considered as the actual problem of casting and foundry production at present time. This tendency is connected with working and depletion of existing and operating
deposits. Natural graphites are subjected to crushing, comminution, concentration and other operations during their preparation. Each of these operations is realized using special equipment, and their transition to the higher technological level requires
additional expenses. Thereby, mechanical activation seems to be the most prospective method that does not need to include
additional equipment in the technological chain of materials preparation. This process is accompanied by varying of crystal
lattice energy in the processing material and is connected with forming of different structural defects (such as dislocations
and vacancies), leading to forming of the new separation surfaces. The energy is reserved in such way and then it is spent for
strengthening of chemical and physical-mechanical reactions during consequent fabrication of products (including non-stick
coatings) on the base of activated materials, and it was proved convincing in the works. Many investigations in this field have
examined only varying of parameters depending on activation time, without any discussion about the destruction mechanism
of the particles. This work was aimed on examination of the destruction mechanism of natural graphite during mechanical
activation from the point of view of crystallography. Natural crystalline graphite from Zavalyevskoe deposit has been chosen
for investigations. The destruction mechanism has been studied on large oval graphite plates with maximal diameter 1.5 mm.
Graphite activation was realized in the AGO-2 mill of planetary-centrifugal type. The activation procedures are discussed in
the paper. Metallographic analysis via transmission electronic microscope UEVM-100K was used for determination of the
mechanism of crack origination in graphite particles.
Natural crystalline graphite from Zavalyevskoe deposit containing of oval graphite plates with maximal diameter 1.5 mm and
small particles (about 10%) with more complicated and elongated form has been chosen for investigations. Size and total
surface of particles, their distribution on fractions has been determined by the method of light laser screening in Novosibirsk
institute of solid state chemistry and mechanochemistry on PRO-7000 unit.
The form and micro-shape of particles has been determined using transmission electronic microscope UEVM-100K. It was
established that destruction of particles during graphite mechanical activation occurs via the mechanism similar to destruction during usual forging. At the same time it was noted that two main types of plastic deformation (slipping and twinning) are
observed in mechanical activation owing to strong deformation of graphite crystals under the effect of balls. Fracture planes
coincide with slipping planes, while fracture is caused by the defined stress value perpendicular to the fracture surface.

Introduction
Creation of the technologies, allowing to improve the
properties of initial materials, and fabrication of non-stick
coatings on the base of these materials, allowing to improve
quality of cast products, remains the actual problem of casting production at present time [1–3].
Carbon-containing materials, i.e. natural graphites are
subjected to crushing, comminution, concentration etc.
operations during their preparation [4–8]. Each of these
technological stages is conducted using special equipment,
and their transition to the higher technological level requires
additional energy consumption and labour efforts [9–12].
© ILLARIONOV I. E., GILMANSHINA T. R., KOVALEVA A. A., KOVTUN O. N.,
BRATUKHINA N. A., 2018

Mechanical activation is considered as one of the most
prospective methods that does not need introduction of additional equipment in the technological chain for materials
preparation [11, 13–16].
Usage of this technology is accompanied by varying of
crystal lattice energy of the processing material; it can be
connected with forming of different defects of the structure
(dislocations, vacancies) that result in forming of the new
separation surfaces [11, 16–19]. Energy reserved in such way
is consumed on increase of chemical and physical-mechanical reactions during consequent manufacture of products,
i.e. non-stick coatings, on the base of activated material.
The paper [20] presents the results of examination of the
effect of time activation on geometrical parameters of natural
crystalline graphite. It was displayed in this case that the most
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mass destruction occurs after activation during 20 min, while
the average size decreases from 102 to 14 μm and total surface
increases from 1,600 to 10,000 cm2/cm3.
However, destruction mechanism was discussed in this
work only from the point of view of varying geometrical and
other parameters. This investigation was devoted to study of
destruction mechanism of natural graphite during mechanical activation from the position of crystallography.
Technique of the experiment
Natural crystalline graphite from Zavalyevskoe deposit
has been chosen for examination. Destruction mechanism
was studied on large oval graphite plates with maximal diameter 1.5 mm.
Graphite activation was realized in the AGO-2 mill of
planetary-centrifugal type. The activation procedures are
discussed in the paper [20,21].
Metallographic analysis via transmission electronic microscope UEVM-100K was used for determination of the
mechanism of crack origination in graphite particles.
Obtained results
It was noted that two main types of plastic deformation
(slipping and twinning) can be observed in mechanical activation owing to strong deformation of graphite crystals under
the effect of balls (see fig. 1) [22,23].
Graphite crystals can be easily subjected to deformation
via shift along the planes (0001) due to structure layering.
It was connected with the fact that the minimal Bürgers vec–
tor a/3 1120 is located in the basic close-packed plane (0001).
In this case, there are three slipping systems for one plane and
three directions (except slipping in the basic plane): in prism
–
–
planes (1010), in 1st kind pyramid plane (1011) and 2nd kind
–
pyramid plane (1122) (fig. 2).

а
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Full dislocations slip in the basic and prism planes 1/3
—
—
[1210], dislocations 1/3 [1123] slip in the 2nd kind pyramid
planes, and both dislocations slip in the 1st kind pyramid
planes [24].
Twinning is connected with slipping caused by pressure,
arising during mutual hitting of graphite particles and grinding bodies (balls). Twins can interact with dislocations moving in the slipping planes, but they brake near the boundaries
of twins, arising appearance of steps on these boundaries;
otherwise they transform in twinning dislocations originating new twins [24].
As soon as the value and density of dislocations approach
to the critical points, ductility reserve decreases together with
strength elevation. When above-mentioned critical points
are achieved, the cracks originate in the areas with maximal
stresses [25].
Crack propagation during mechanical activation is considered similar to destruction process during usual forging,
based on the Maurice theory [26] (see fig. 3), i.e. suggestion
about maximal stresses in the periphery of a flattened particle
is the most trustworthy ductile materials (such as graphite).
It is connected with the fact that fracture of the surface layers
of the substance occurs after their mutual hitting with grinding bodies. As a result, the stressed state in the center and in
the periphery is different, while in the center it is close to the
state of all-around hydrostatic compression and in the pe-

Fig. 3. Destruction routes in forging [26]

b

Fig. 1. Plastic deformation (а) deformation via slipping (b) [23]
а

Fig. 2. Slipping systems [24]

b
Fig. 4. The crack in graphite particle, activation during 10 (a)
and 20 (b) min
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riphery it is characterized by maximal anisotropy of stresses
and deformation.
Thereby, the edge surface of graphite particles is the place
of the most possible cracks origination (see fig. 4).
The fracture planes are the most dense in the lattice and
coincide with the slipping planes. Destruction is caused by
the determined stress value perpendicular to the fracture
surface, not by the acting stresses in the fracture plane [25].
Thereby, defects of slipping and twinning are accumulating in graphite during mechanical activation. These defects
support increasing of graphite reaction ability in consequent
chemical and physical-chemical reactions: in manufacture
of anti-stick coatings and in creation of reducing atmosphere
in a moulds hollow owing to more intensive oxidation.
Conclusions
It was established that mechanical activation of graphite
is accompanied by destruction of the particles via the mechanism similar to destruction process during usual forging. It
was noted that two main types of plastic deformation (slipping and twinning) are observed during mechanical activation due to strong deformation of graphite crystals under the
effect of balls. The fracture planes coincide with the slipping planes. This fracture is caused by the determined stress
value perpendicular to the fracture surface. Thereby, graphite
destruction leads to its comminution and, respectively, to
quality improvement of non-stick graphite-based coatings.
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